
THREE DAYS TO

DISCOVER

LIGURIA AND ITS

FLAVORS

LIVE AN EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCE

USING THE FIVE SENSES

FROM 9 MAY TO 11 MAY

 

I

 

 

 

Monterosso, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola and
Riomaggiore. We are in the Cinque Terre, just over
miles of coastline that contain real pearls of beauty.
Sea and mountains merge into a single landscape.
There is not enough to repay the physical effort,

there is a way to do it, having a good view of
Ligurian cuisine. And since the sea is a stone's throw
away, here are some fresh fish, caught in the sea in

front.

you must try:Farinata.  Focaccia ligure e SgabeoFrittelle di Fiori di Zucca Tagliatelle al pestoGianchetti, Muscoli E cozze Stoccafisso con bietoleTorta di riso di Monterosso.osto



LE TUE FIGLIE 
ARIANNA E CHIARA

 
Pesto based cuisine in Levanto

- Cooking course with pesto in Levanto
- Cook alongside a local chef

- Learn to make Genoese pesto from scratch

 

Arbaspàa
Duration: 1h

29,00 €

 
 

With this tour you will have the opportunity to admire the typical colored
houses and the fishing boats. You will learn how to distinguish the vines and
the different methods of pruning and viticulture. The path leads to the cellar

where you will taste a DOC Cinque Terre white wine accompanied by the
typical Ligurian focaccia.

 

Food and wine tour of the Cinque Terre in Manarola, visit of the
vineyards and tasting in the cellar

50.00€

boat tour and typical lunch
Explore the charming villages of the Cinque Terre, experience the alternating
perspective and the dynamic and rugged landscape of the "Cinque Terre" by
boat, prepare pesto in the traditional way and enjoy the fruit of your work.

22.00€

TOP 5 PLACES TO VISIT
-The ancient village of Riomaggiore makes space between two steep hills

that descend steeply towards the sea.
-Manarola is the kingdom of olive trees and vines, a characteristic village

where the houses look like natural extensions of the cliff.
-The ancient Roman village of Corniglia, is the only village in the Cinque

Terre that is almost completely inaccessible from the sea.
-Vernazza: Considered one of the hundred most beautiful villages in Italy

-Monterosso al Mare, is the land that Eugenio Montale loved so much


